INSTALLATION FOR
PART NO. 1219
2009 DODGE 1500
RAM W/TOW HOOKS
GRILLGUARD

Step 1: Remove tow hook factory bolts and replace them with 2 \( \frac{1}{2} \times 2\frac{1}{2} \) G8, on the back of the tow hook arm remove factory bolt and re-use bolt.
Step 2: Place P bracket and R bracket under the tow hooks, then place bottom support bracket under the P and R bracket and also to the back support bolt as shown.
Step 3: Place top bracket under the plastic and bolt on to the metal bumper and also bolt bracket to the top of the P and R bracket as shown.
Step 4: Attach grill guard to the P and R bracket. They should mount to the inside of the upright.
Step 5: Check alignment and tighten bolts. You may need to periodically retighten the bolts.